World

Vietnam demands reparations — In an act that led to the suspension of naval diplomatic ties with the U.S., Vietnam demanded for massive war reparations. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, however, was still unsure of when the issue would be established in full. Earlier in the week, Vietnam and the Soviet Union promised extensive economic aid for Hanoi to ameliorate the economic hardships that were recently worsened by devastating floods.

Ugandan troops bombed a key bridge — In neighboring Tanzania, its efforts to stabilize its army to repel the invader. Ugandan President Idi Amin took the situation lightly, suggesting that the conflict be settled in a boxing match between himself and Tanzanian President Julius Nyerere.

Nation

New York newspapers resume publishing — The New York Times and The Daily News published their first editions today after a 90-day multi-union strike against the papers was resolved.

State

Clement Morton returns — Former Boston political figure Clement Morton, reported missing, returned to his Hyde Park home late last week. He had been visiting some friends and had not informed his family of his plans. Once a perennial candidate for mayor, he now is the chairman of the Boston School Committee.

Marcus wins design award
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the clamps are too powerful their fragile microcrystalline, Dr. Drinker was interested in redesigning the clamps.

"As far as finding a solution," Beth recalls, "they said 'no way.' They may act have thought it possible, but I did."

Then she brainstormed. She designed clamps that the skull clamps to be anchored inside the patient's mouth, to avoid clamping and damaging the skin, and to avoid putting too much pressure on the skull. It seems like a simple solution, but, if proven to work, it could greatly improve the safety of neurosurgery.

Funding for her work came from yet another of MIT's vast resources, the Clapp and Poliak Engineering Design Award. These are funds awarded by the Finance Aid Office that, according to the Clapp and Poliak Committees, "provides recognition to the role of design in engineering education... In the past, they have funded designs for a phonograph turntable, a microcomputer surface analyzer, robot submarine electronics, an improved bicycle, and a video monitoring system.

Beth just recently won the Scott Paper Company Foundation Award for Leadership at MIT. She is receiving $1000 per term, for up to two years, and there is a matching department grant.

The ability to fully appreciate and take advantage of the MIT "gold mine" and whatever other situation she finds herself in, is a skill Beth has pretty much mastered, and will probably never lose. She still plans to pursue her interests of writing, political science, and even of becoming an astronaut. What does Beth see for the near future? She speculates, "I'll probably be writing, working in design and medicine, or, I'll be in outer space."
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classified advertising

House in Swampscott for sale by owner, near Baby Beach, one mile to harbor. Friendly, 2 baths, four bedrooms, upper 50s. 535-6815.

Technical Translators: All languages must have native fluency and technical knowledge. English Medical. Work at home. PO Box 456. Reading, MA 01867. 944-8468.

Electronics and Optics lab — technician needed for part time moonlight work. Please call Mr. Edwards at 861-7765.
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